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Περίληψη 

Στην παρούσα ανακοίνωση µελετάται το φαινόµενο του υποκορισµού στα Νέα 

Ελληνικά. Υποστηρίζεται ότι υπάρχουν τρία προσωδιακά σχήµατα: (σÂσ), σ(σÂσ), 

σ(σÂ), ο σχηµατισµός των οποίων είναι το αποτέλεσµα αλληλεπιδράσεων µεταξύ των 

περιορισµών ιεραρχικής ευθυγράµµισης, της κατάλληλης ευθυγράµµισης των ποδών 

µε το δεξί άκρο της προσωδιακής λέξης, άλλων περιορισµών προσωδιακής υφής και 

λεξικού τονισµού και τέλος της διατήρησης του υλικού της βάσης στο συγκεκοµµένο 

τύπο. Προτείνεται µία ενιαία ανάλυση, σύµφωνα µε την οποία οι διαφορετικοί τύποι 

που πραγµατώνονται φωνητικά προκύπτουν από την ελάχιστη επανιεράρχιση του 

ίδιου συνόλου περιορισµών. Επίσης τεκµηριώνεται ότι τα προσωδιακά σχήµατα που 

απαντώνται αποτελούν απλώς όλες τις δυνατές πραγµατώσεις της Ελάχιστης Λέξης. 
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1. Introduction 
 

Truncated items in Greek mostly have the shape of a bisyllabic trochee (Malikouti-

Drachman 1999), but an interesting subset does not conform to this pattern. The aim 

of the current study is to provide a unifying analysis for all the attested patterns and 

derive variation through minimal changes in the ranking. The general proposal will 

use the notion of hierarchical alignment (HIER AL) and the proper alignment of feet to 

the right edge of the prosodic word (ALL-Ft-R) to generate the patterns. Other prosodic 

                                                
* I am grateful to Moira Yip, Angeliki Malikouti-Drachman, Ioanna Kappa, Shigeto Kawahara and the 

participants at the 6th ICGL for fruitful discussion and comments. All remaining errors are my own. 
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constraints, requirements of material preservation and lexical stress yield the final 

output.  

 The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 presents the data. Section 3 

provides an analysis of bisyllabic troichaic nicknames and trisyllabic names, while 

section 4 examines side-issues related to input considerations and anchoring. Section 

5 addresses the topic of monosyllabic feet in truncation. Finally, section 6 offers some 

concluding remarks. 

 

2. The data 
 

(1) a. (σÂσ): truncation with bisyllabic trochee (normal pattern) 

Base (σ Âσ) Nickname 

alkiviaÂδis aÂlkis 

epaminoÂdas noÂdas 

ko(n)stadiÂnos ko Âstas, diÂnos 

melpomeÂni meÂlpo 

marγariÂta ri Âta 

evageliÂa eÂvi, liÂa 

loxiÂas loÂxas 

  

b. σ(σÂσ) nickname and (σÂσ): trisyllabic [unparsed σ + bisyl. trochee] and 

occasionally (σÂσ) nickname too. 
 

Base σ(σÂσ) Nickname (σÂσ) Nickname 

ale Âksanδros ale Âksis, aleÂkos  

aristoteÂlis ari Âstos aÂris, te Âlis 

panajoÂtis panaÂγos paÂnos, joÂtis 

agelikiÂ age Âlai  

panaθinaikoÂs panaÂθas  

anθipaspistiÂs anθiÂpas  

 

c. stylistic variant σ(σÂσ) and (σÂσ): same as (1b) 
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Base σ(σ Âσ) Variant (σ Âσ) Nickname 

eva Âgelos vage Âlis va Âgos 

aθanaÂsios θanaÂsis θa Ânos, na Âsos 

nikoÂlaos niko Âlas niÂkos 

 

d. σ(σÂ): bisyllabic [unparsed σ + monosyllabic trochee] nickname 

Base σ(σ Â) Nickname 

xariÂklia xaraÂ 

ko(n)stadiÂnos kosti Âs 

 

The first column presents the base name which is used to address someone (when using 

the full name instead of a nickname). Exceptional is (1c), where normally the trisyllabic 

variant is used instead. Although the trisyllabic forms of (1b) and (1c) are superficially 

identical, they present some subtle differences. The form of (1b) is perceived more like 

a nickname, while more like a stylistic variant in (1c). Moreover, (1b) preserves marked 

structures while (1c) dispenses with them (i.e. lack of onsets, hiatus). Nonetheless, it is 

the case that the trisyllabic form in (1b) is evidently truncated. In fact, some base names 

only have a trisyllabic nickname and lack the normal bisyllabic one, e.g. aleÂksanδros > 

ale Âkos, avγerinoÂs > avγeÂris. My claim is that since the prosodic patterns of (1b) and (1c) 

are identical, the stylistic variant in (1c) should be treated as truncation too. 

Before going on it is worth noting that the focus of this study is on the prosodic 

patterns of truncation. The circumstances under which stylistic variants and segmental 

alternations appear will not be discussedii. 

 

3. Word Minimization 

3.1. Hierarchical alignment  

 

The analysis initiates by first posing a question, that is, what is common to (σ Âσ), σ(σ Âσ) 

and σ(σÂ) patterns? All of them have a foot, whose right edge coincides with the right 

edge of the prosodic word. This indicates that the constraint in (2) is significant. 
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(2)     ALL-FT-R:  

           Align (Ft, Right, PrWd, Right): Align the right edge of the foot with the right edge 

of the prosodic word. 

 

Moreover, all of them conform to the notion of hierarchical alignment stated below: 

 

(3) Hierarchical Alignment (HIER AL)  [Itô, Kitagawa and Mester 1996]: 

 Every prosodic constituent is aligned with some prosodic constituent that contains 

it. 

 

(4) 

 

  

 

 

To understand how HIER AL works, let us have a look at (4), where α, β, γ and x are all 

prosodic constituents and α dominates all others.  In the binary (4a) β is left-aligned (L-

aligned) with α and γ is right aligned (R-aligned) with α. In the unary (4b), β is both L- 

and R- aligned with α. Hierarchical misalignment appears in the ternary (4c), where 

although α and β behave like in (4a), there is also the constituent x in the middle which 

fails to be aligned in any way. Therefore, ternary structures like (4c) are banned under 

HIER ALiii. 

If we now test some hypothetical candidates for (2) and (3), we will get the 

attested patterns shown in (5d)-(5f). Section 5.2 shows why (5g) does not emerge. 

 

(5)  HIER AL, ALL-FT-R   
   HIER AL ALL-FT-R 
  a.               (σσ)(σσ)       ✓ ** 
  b.                 (σσ)(σ) ✓               * 
  c.                   (σσ)σ      ✓               * 
 ☞   d.                   σ(σσ)    ✓ ✓

 ☞   e.                      (σσ) ✓ ✓

 ☞   f.                       σ(σ) ✓ ✓

 ☞   g.                         (σ) ✓ ✓

a. α 

β γ 

[α [β                           γ] α] 
--- ✓                ✓ --- 

b. α 

β 

[α [β       β] α] 
  --- ✓   ✓ ---

c. 

β γ 

α 

X 
[α [β         [x  x]        γ] α] 
--- ✓    * *   ✓ --- 
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  h.                  σσ(σσ)     * ✓

  i.                  (σσ)σσ    * ** 
  j.                     (σσσ) * ✓

 

3.2. Nicknames of the (σÂσ) type 

 

The unmarked prosodic word is a binary foot (McCarthy and Prince 1994 for 

reduplication, Benua 1995 and Piñeros 2000 for truncation, among others). This obeys 

all of the constraints in (6) [i.e. prosodic well-formedness constraints). 

 

(6)  FTBIN: Feet are binary on a syllabic or moraic analysis. 

 ALL-FT-R: Every foot stands in final position in the PrWd. 

 PARSE-σ: All syllables are parsed into feet. 

 

Particularly for truncation, a constraint that refers to the preservation of base material to 

the truncated output is needed too. 

  

(7) MAX-BT: Every segment in the base has a correspondent in the truncated form.  

(Benua 1995)  

 

Evidently MAX-BT must be low-ranked, since there is a preference to create an optimal 

prosodic form than preserve more material in the truncated form, thus a five-syllable 

base form like alkiviaÂδis will truncate to the bisyllabic trochaic a Âlkis. Therefore, (5e) 

supports the ranking: 

 

(8) (σÂσ): FTBIN, PARSE-σ >> MAX-BT 

 

Moreover, the ranking in (9) must hold too. This is because candidates (5d) and (5f) are 

under certain circumstances to be discussed later on optimal. The first though violates 

PARSE-σ, while the latter violates both PARSE-σ and FTBIN. Hence, these constraints must 

be low-ranked.  
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(9) HIER AL, ALL-FT-R >> FTBIN, PARSE-σ 

 

Combining (8) and (9) yields (10), an illustration of which follows in (11)iv: 

 

(10) (σÂσ): HIER AL, ALL-FT-R >> FTBIN, PARSE-σ >> MAX-BT  

((11)  HIER AL, ALL-FT-R >> FTBIN, PARSE-σ >> MAX-BT      
  Base: [(mar.γa.)(riÂ.t-a)] HIERAL ALL-FT-R FTBIN PARSE-σ MAX-BT 

    a.        (mar.γa.)(ri Â.t-a)  *!*    
    b.                 (γa Â.ri.t-a) *!  *  m,a,r 
    c.                 γa.(riÂ.t-a)      *! m,a,r 
 ☞  d.                     (riÂ.t-a)     m,a,r,γ,a 

 

(11d) is the sole winner, because although it incurs many MAX-BT violations, it satisfies 

all higher-ranked constraints perfectly. 

 

3.3. σ(σÂσ) vs. (σÂσ)   
 

Moving on to the trisyllabic forms, I would like to propose that σ(σÂσ) and (σ Âσ) spring 

from near-identical rankings of constraints. What distinguishes them is that σ(σ Âσ) 

preserves more material from the source form, while (σÂσ) achieves the optimal prosodic 

shape of a bisyllabic trochee. To get the trisyllabic result we only need to re-rank the 

constraints in (8) so that MAX-BT now dominates FTBIN and PARSE-σ. This is also 

intuitively straightforward, since it simply expresses the fact that more base material is 

maintained. 

 

(12) σ(σÂσ): MAX-BT >> FTBIN, PARSE-σ 

 

Combining (9) and (12) leads to (13). The tableaux below show how (13) is established. 

 

(13) σ(σÂσ): HIER AL, ALL-FT-R >> MAX-BT >> FTBIN, PARSE-σ 
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((14)  MAX-BT >> PARSE-σ 
    Base: [ni.(kό.la).-os]v MAX-BT PARSE-σ 
 ☞  a.            ni.(kό.l-as) a * 
  b.                (ní.k-os) o,l!,a  

 

(14a) wins because it satisfies MAX-BT to a higher degree than its rival (14b). A natural 

question would be why MAX-BT does not force the full copying of the base, yielding the 

almost trivial (for truncation) output nikoÂlaos. The answer is that MAX-BT is still 

dominated by the high-ranked HIER AL and ALL-FT-R. Hence (15b) cannot survive. This 

yields the expected outcome (15a). 

 

((15)  HIER AL, ALL-FT-R >>  MAX-BT 
  Base: [ni.(kό.la).-os] HIER AL ALL-FT-R    MAX-BT 
 ☞  a.            ni.(kό.l-as)   a 
  b.        ni.(kό.la).-os *! *  

 

3.4. Summary of rankings 

 

Up to now we have established the following rankings: 

(16) (σ Âσ):  HIER AL, ALL-FT-R >> FTBIN, PARSE-σ  >> MAX-BT        

(17) σ(σ Âσ):  HIER AL, ALL-FT-R >> MAX-BT >> FTBIN, PARSE-σ       

As it can be easily observed, variation centres on PARSE-σ, MAX-BT and the relationship 

to one another.  

 

4. Side issues 

4.1. Input assumptions 

 

Up to now it has been implicitly assumed that the choice of the suffix in the truncated 

form is lexical. Some evidence for such an assertion follows. In names like eleÂni > le Âna, 

frosiÂni > fro Âso, the last vowel in the truncated form cannot be recovered from the base, 

while near minimal pairs efstraÂti-os > straÂt-os, efstaÂθi-os > sta Âθ-is that have common 

base stem endings and suffixes nonetheless exhibit different suffixes in the nickname. 

This suggests that the suffix is unpredictable, thus lexical. For this reason I assume that 
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there is an input for truncation = /T + suffix/. Contra Benua (1995) then, distinct inputs 

for full and truncated forms are postulated. This assumption however is consistent with 

the model of Itô, Kitagawa and Mester (1996) as shown below: 

 
The authors argue that this model potentially solves the problem when the truncated 

form seems to be more faithful to the input than the full form; This happens in English 

nicknames, where underlying vowel contrasts are maintained in the truncatum, while 

neutralized in the full forms, e.g. G[ε]r from G[?]rard. However, I contend that such a 

problem can be accommodated even in Benua’s model. Let’s take for instance the name 

P[z]tricia > P[z]t, which in Benua’s model will have the representation below. There 

is a single input for both base and truncatum and relationships Faith-IO and Faith-BT 

are used in the way Benua suggests. However, a new relationship has been added, i.e. 

Faith-IT which relates the input and the truncatumvi. Thus, it is possible to relate the 

input and the truncatum without introducing an input for truncation.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

But even this amendment cannot account for languages like Greek or German (cf. Itô 

and Mester (1997) where it is argued that the input for the German truncatums is: 

/Trunc + i/ yielding forms like [gab-i], [and-i], [gorb-i], etc). In these languages, suffixal 

material in the truncatums often cannot be recovered from neither the base (through 

Faith-BT) nor the input (through Faith-IT) as in e.g. ele Âni > le Âna. If both input and base 

Stem Stem Trunc/Argot. etc 

Base Trunc/Argot, etc. 

 Lexical 
 Structure: 

 Surface 
 Structure: 

P[z]tricia 

P[?]tricia P[z]t 

 Lexical 
 Structure: 

 Surface 
 Structure: 

Faith-IO

Faith-BT 

Faith-IT 
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include the suffix –i, how is it possible to generate the truncatum’s suffix –a in the 

absence of a distinct input for truncation that includes the suffix –a? Since this seems 

impossible, Greek presents compelling evidence for the distinct inputs approach 

advocated here [after Itô, Kitagawa and Mester (1996)]. 

 

4.2. Anchoring 

 

In this section we examine where the copying from the base to the truncatum starts. 

Cross-linguistically, anchoring to the left edge of the PrWd (cf. Benua 1995 for 

Japanese, Itô and Mester 1997 for German, van de Weijer 1989 for Hungarian, among 

others) or anchoring to the head of the foot (cf. Piñeros 2000 for Spanish, CabreÂ and 

Kenstowicz 1995 for Catalan) is preferred. Some languages allow both types, e.g. 

Spanish profesor > profe  (Colina 1996) and [doro(téa)]PrWd > [(téa)]PrWd (Piñeros 2000), 

or Greek e.g. spiriÂδon > spi Âros�, xariÂlaos > xa Âris, melpome Âni > me Âlpo (anchor to the left 

of PrWd) or aristote Âlis > te Âlis, evageli Âa > liÂa (anchor to the foot head). But some Greek 

names seem not to fit in this picture. 

 

 (18)     θ(e)oÂδοros > δo Âros              γera Âsimos > siÂmos               aristoÂksenos > kse Ânos  

 

The truncated form here does not anchor to either the left edge of the foot or to the left 

edge of the PrWd. Is this then problematic? Should we employ a different kind of 

anchoring? A potential alternative is to use constraints that refer to stem-edges. In 

particular, a constraint like ANCHOR-R-STEM would be able to select the correct point as 

the beginning of copying in the names above. Below, I will attempt to show that 

although this type of constraints are at first glance useful, they produce a different set of 

problems and thus should not be employed.    

First, note that the names in (18) are truly exceptional. There is only a handful of 

them, perhaps suggesting that they are lexicalised. Moreover, in the discussion of 

superheavy syllables in German, Hall (2002) states that these are only allowed at the 

right edge of the prosodic word. Nonetheless, they can also be found word-medially in 

some German proper names. The argument goes that in fact these words form prosodic 

compounds without being morphologically compounded, e.g. [zalts]PrWd [bT5k]PrWd. 
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One could make a similar claim for Greek, so that a name like aristoÂksenos would 

have the following representation: [aristoÂ]PrWd [ksenos]PrWd
vii. What happens then is that 

anchoring again applies at the left edge of the PrWd, but this time it refers to the second 

PrWd, i.e. [ksenos]. Such an approach is entirely feasible, since the names of (18) were 

at least at some stage of the history of the language also morphological compoundsviii, 

but even if they had not been, German clearly presents a case where morphological 

simplex forms can be nevertheless prosodically compounded. 

Thus, the argument for anchoring to the stem seems rather weak. Let us see 

however how the two approaches, namely ANCHOR-L-PrWd/Ft vs. ANCHOR-L/R STEM fare 

in terms of other nicknames. In (19) a set of nicknames is presented, one I call 

‘diminutive nicknames’, since these are somehow related to the full diminutives. 

 

(19) Source name Full Diminutive Diminutive Nickname 

 vasiÂl-is vasil-a Âk-is laÂk-is 

 γeraÂsim-os        � γerasim-a Âk-is� maÂk-is 

 δjoniÂs-is δjonis-aÂk-is sa Âk-is 

 panajόt-is panajot-aÂk-is taÂk-is 

 δiÂmitr-a δimitr-uÂl-a t(r)uÂl-a 

 ele Ân-i (e)len-u Âl-a nuÂl-a 

 paraskev-iÂ paraskev-uÂl-a vuÂl-a 

 xari Âkli-a or xar-aÂ xar-uÂl-a ruÂl-a 

 

The question is how these nicknames are formed. There are at least two possibilities. 

The first hypothesis or ‘Foot’ approach argues that the base is the full diminutive. What 

is copied to the truncate then is the foot (wholly) as in vasi(l-aÂkis) > (laÂkis) (cf. Topintzi 

2002) due to ANCHOR-L-Ft . On the contrary, according to the second hypothesis or 

‘Stem’ approach, the base is the source name. The input of truncation is: /T + -aÂkis or      

-u Âla / and the constraint in (20) accounts for the anchoring attested.  

 

(20)    ANCHOR-R-STEM:  
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Any element at the right periphery of the stem in the base has a correspondent at 

the right periphery of the stem in the truncated form. 

 

When this constraint is employed, the initiation of copying varies a bit depending on the 

size of the suffix. Given that the output of truncation must be a bisyllabic trochee, when 

the suffix is monosyllabic, e.g. -os, a whole syllable may be added, e.g. nas- yielding 

nas-os for an input / T + -os /; but when the suffix is disyllabic - as is the case in 

diminutive nicknames - then the optimal output size has already been achieved and only 

an onset is added according to ANCHOR-R-STEM i.e. the last consonant of the stem to 

attain syllabic well-formedness, e.g. s-a Âkis for an input /T + -akis/. 

However, the ‘stem’ approach faces a problem that does not arise in the ‘foot’ 

approach. More concretely, according to the former, it is anticipated that a diminutive 

nickname may arise in the absence of the full diminutive, but this is never the case. On 

the contrary, it is possible that there exists a full diminutive without the diminutive 

nickname, but it is not possible to have a diminutive nickname without any full 

diminutive. In addition, if a native speaker is asked where e.g. the name sa Âkis comes 

from, the answer will be that it comes from this sequence: δjoniÂs-is > δjonis-aÂk-is > sa Âk-

is, indicating that an ‘intermediate’ stage, namely δjonis-aÂk-is, is recognised for the 

generation of the diminutive nickname. This fact also suggests that multiple bases for 

truncation may exist, as in the schema suggested by diminutive nicknames, i.e. source 

name →  full diminutive → diminutive nickname. 

Further evidence for the ‘foot’ approach comes from reduplicated nicknames. 

 

(21) Source name Reduplicated nickname 

 paraskev-i Â viv-iÂ 

 aθin-a Â nan-aÂ 

 agelik-iÂ        � kik-iÂ 

 mari Â-a rir-iÂ 

 evageliÂ-a lil-i Â 

 δimi Âtr-is miÂm-is 
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Here the stressed vowel of the source name which may be within e.g. mariÂ-a or outside 

the stem, e.g. aθin-a Â is targeted in reduplication. ANCHOR-L-Ft neatly accounts for that, 

while a far less straightforward account would be possible through ANCHOR-R-STEM. 

 Having presented arguments against the use of ANCHOR-L/R-STEM, the anchoring 

constraints employed for Greek are shown below: 

 

(22) ANCHOR-L-PrWd:  

Anchor the left edge of the source form  (Piñeros 2000) 

Any element at the left periphery of the source form has a correspondent at the left 

periphery of the truncated form.    

 

(23) ANCHOR-L-Ft:  

  Anchor the left edge of a foot  (adapted from Benua 1995) 

   Every correspondent of a foot-initial segment is foot-initial. 

 

These constraints present some variation with respect to each other as it is illustrated 

below, where the base name kostadiÂnos can either surface as koÂstas (when ANCHOR-L 

PrWd >> ANCHOR-L Ft) or as diÂnos (when ANCHOR-L Ft >> ANCHOR-L PrWd). 

 

((24)  ANCHOR-L PrWd, ANCHOR-L Ft  
  Base:   [(kos.ta).(diÂ.n-os)] ANCHOR-L PrWd ANCHOR-L Ft 
 ☞  a.                     (kόs.t-as)  * 
 ☞  b.                      (diÂ.n-os) *  

 

Although there is a lot of anchoring variation in (σ Âσ) nicknames, e.g. kostadiÂnos > 

koÂstas or diÂnos, evageliÂa > e Âvi or liÂa, fixed rankings should probably be postulated in 

σ(σ Âσ) where ANCHOR-L PrWd >> ANCHOR-L Ft, e.g. aristoteÂlis > ariÂstos but *tote Âlis and 

in diminutive nicknames where ANCHOR-L Ft >> ANCHOR-L PrWd, e.g. γerasimaÂkis > 

ma Âkis but *γa Âkis. Below are the rankings formed when anchoring is also considered. 

 

 (25) i) σ(σ Âσ):  HIER AL, ALL-FT-R >> ANCHOR-L PrWd >> ANCHOR-L Ft >> MAX-BT >> 

FTBIN,  PARSE-σ 
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ii) diminutive (σÂσ): HIER AL, ALL-FT-R >> ANCHOR-L Ft >> ANCHOR-L PrWd >> 

FTBIN, PARSE-σ >> MAX-BT     

iii) rest of (σÂσ): HIER AL, ALL-FT-R >> ANCHOR-L Ft, ANCHOR-L PrWd >> FTBIN, 

PARSE-σ  >> MAX-BT     

 
 

5. Monosyllabic feet 

5.1. Nicknames of the σ(σ Â) type 

 

For these names I am assuming that there is an underlyingly accented suffix /-iÂs/ or /-a Â/. 

Moreover, stress must be realized in word-final position. This can be ensured if the 

constraint below is high rankedix. 

 

(26) MAX (LA):          (after Revithiadou 1999) 

 A lexical accent of S1 (input) has a correspondent in S2 (output). 

 

(27)  MAX LA,  HIER AL, ALL-FT-R >> PARSE-σ    

  Base: [(kos.ta).(diÂ.nos)] 

Input:                   * 

            /  T    +    -is /  

MAX LA HIER AL 

 

ALL-FT-R PARSE-σ 

 

 
 ☞  a.                    kos.(tiÂs)    * 
  b.                    (koÂs.tis) *!    

 
Adding MAX LA in our constraint ranking suffices to produce the correct result. 
 

5.2. Lack of monosyllabic nicknames  

 

Recall that earlier we have seen that the candidate (5g) – the monosyllabic candidate – 

is well formed given HIER AL and ALL-FT-R, but nonetheless this is unattested. This lack 

is unexpected because Greek admits monosyllabic words e.g. le Âs�‘say-2sg.PRES’, mi Âs 

‘muscle NOM.sg’ and moreover a comparison between (σ Â) and σ(σ Â) would favour the 

first, since all else equal the latter also violates PARSE-σ while the former does not. 

 To state the problem in terms of empirical data, the question is why we do not 

get (ki Âs) rather than kos.(tiÂs). To account for this matter, I will adopt the Weak Layering 
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Hypothesis (Itô and Mester 1992) which distinguishes between the strict minimal word, 

i.e. a single foot, and the loose minimal word, i.e. a foot accompanied by minimal 

unparsed material, that is a syllable. In previous work (Topintzi 2002), the notion of 

Word Binarity (28) had also been used. Its effects are illustrated in (29). 

 

(28)  Word Binarity:            (Itô and Mester 1992) 

P-derived words must be prosodically binary. 
‘P-derived’ refers to words that are related to more basic words by means of prosodic-

morphological operations (e.g. truncation).  

 

 
In the supraminimal word of (29a) and in the loose minimal word of (29b), there is 

binary branching at the word level. In the strict minimal word (29c), binary branching 

occurs at the foot level. Finally, the subminimal (29d) presents no binary branching at 

any level producing an ill-formed structure. If we were now to translate Word Binarity 

in terms of a constraint, it would be the case that it is top-ranked banning monosyllabic 

structures from the domain of truncationx.  

 However, such an approach introduces a mechanism – Word Binarity – which 

on closer inspection proves unnecessary. The current proposal argues that no new 

machinery needs to be involved. MAX-BT’s ranking simply suffices. Recall the ranking 

for trisyllabic nicknames repeated below: 

 

(30) σ(σ Âσ):  HIER AL, ALL-FT-R >> MAX-BT >> FTBIN, PARSE-σ       

 

The only ingredient missing from this ranking to get the σ(σÂ) patterns and exclude (σÂ) 

is the effects of MAX LA. If this is added, the ban on monosyllabic nicknames falls out. 

 

 Wd 

 F F

Wd 

σ

b. Wd 

F F 

a. c.

σ σ

 Wd 

F 

σ 

 * d. 
(29) 
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((31)  MAX LA , HIER AL, ALL-FT-R >> MAX-BT >> PARSE-σ     

  Base: 

[(kos.ta).(diÂ.nos)] 

Input:                   * 

            /  T    +    -is / 

MAX 

LA 

HIER 

AL 

 

ALL-

FT-R 

MAX-BT PARSE-

σ 

 

 
 ☞  a.                  kos.(tiÂs)    a,d,i,n,o,s * 
  b.                        (kiÂs)    o,s,t,a,d,i!,n,o,s  

 

The advantage of this approach is that it does not need to introduce new machinery in 

the form of Word Binarity. This is plainly a side-effect of the grammar’s structure. 

Furthermore, the loose minimal word, i.e. σF which in Greek can take either the form 

σ(σÂσ) as in ari Âstos or the form σ(σÂ) as in xaraÂ can be produced by a single ranking 

only:  (MAX LA,) HIER AL, ALL-FT-R >> MAX-BT >> PARSE-σ. 

 

6. Conclusion 

 

In this paper, it has been shown that in fact there are three patterns in Greek truncation 

(σ Âσ), σ(σÂσ) and σ(σÂ) rather than a single disyllabic trochaic one. These patterns have 

been produced through the interaction of HIER AL and ALL-FT-R with prosodic and 

lexical stress requirements as well as the amount of copying required each time. 

Specifically, the attested forms are generated through the following rankings: 

� Strict MinWord:  

(σ Âσ): HIER AL, ALL-FT-R >> PARSE-σ >> MAX-BT  

� Loose MinWord:  

i) σ(σÂσ): HIER AL, ALL-FT-R >> MAX-BT >> PARSE-σ [to preserve more   material] 

ii) σ(σ Â): MAX LA, HIER AL, ALL-FT-R >> MAX-BT >> PARSE-σ   [imposed by lexical 

stress requirements] 

As a generalisation then, Greek nickname formation manifests all types of the minimal 

word, both strict and loose. 
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i ageliki Â has an even smaller nickname kikiÂ. This belongs to the class of reduplicated nicknames (see 
section 4.2.).  
ii A word of caution; variation in nicknames is anticipated and in fact attested (Benua 1995, fn. 34, Itô and 

Mester 1997, fn.5, among others). Kurisu (2001) argues that true truncation appears in the form of 

subtractive morphology, where there is also change of morpho-syntactic category, e.g. Koasati plural 

formation involves deletion of the final coda or rime in the singular form. Prosodic truncation of the type 

discussed here does not involve any grammatical change of this type. It is thus considered more of a 

socio-linguistic phenomenon and as such, it is expected to present a fair amount of variation. 
iii Angeliki Malikouti-Drachman and Marina Tzakosta (p.c.) wonder whether HIER AL is really needed in 

the constraint ranking. I contend that it is indispensable, because otherwise forms like (5h) and (5j) would 

be possible. For instance, for the base name aristoteÂlis, we have the output ariÂstos produced by the 

ranking of trisyllabic names in (17), namely HIER AL, ALL-FT-R >> MAX-BT >> FTBIN, PARSE-σ. All else 

equal, but without HIER AL we would expect a surface truncated form aristo(te Âlis) since this would satisfy 

ALL-FT-R and would respect MAX-BT perfectly. Evidently such a truncated form is not possible. Hence, the 

role of HIER AL is decisive. 
iv In the tableaux that follow I will mention no input for the truncated form, although I will still assume it 

(see section 4.1), e.g. for NikoÂlas / T + -as /, for Ni Âkos / T + -os /, etc. To avoid further complications, 

MAX-BT violations only count the segments of the root within the base that are copied to the truncatum 

and not the suffixes.  
v Anthi Revithiadou (p.c.) observes that it is possible to assume that the a of nikoÂlas is in fact part of the 

base rather than of the suffix. As a result MAX-BT would not be violated on that occasion. Although, this 

is indeed true, there are other similar cases that lead us to assume that a hypothesis where the vowel is 
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part of the suffix and not of the base is more viable, e.g. panaθinaik-oÂs > panaÂθ-as, *panaθ-is, agelik-i Â > 

age Âl-a, *age Âl-i. Here the vowel following the final stem consonant is evidently part of the suffix. In the 

case of nikoÂlas, it is not possible to determine whether it should be nikoÂl-as or nikoÂla-s and in fact this 

does not change anything in our analysis. However, given the examples above, where such a decision can 

be made, reasons of consistency suggest that the vowel a in nikoÂlas should be considered part of the 

suffix. 
vi Such a relationship presents no problem whatsoever. In fact it makes Benua’s truncation model more 

symmetrical to the reduplication model of McCarthy and Prince (1995) where Faith-IR is allowed. 
vii The first o in the word is the linking vowel of compounds. A more precise representation should show 

that. Simplifying a bit however, does not affect the argument in any way. 
viii My intuition is that at least some of these names, e.g. θ(e)oÂδoros and aristoÂksenos are still 

morphological compounds. Other speakers agree with this impression too. 
ix This is a slightly simplified version of Revithiadou’s (1999) original formulation. I take here MAX LA to 

require correspondence in both the skeletal and melodic tiers. 
x Since Word Binarity is now treated as a constraint, there may be languages where it is low-ranked 

admitting monosyllabic truncates. This prediction is borne out. Glowacka (2002) reports some 

monosyllabic truncates for masculine names, e.g. stanis4aw > stasÂ, ryszard > rysÂ indicating that 

monosyllabic truncation is possible although by far less common than normal bisyllabic truncation. 

 


